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Transfer printing by kinetically switchable adhesion to an elastomeric stamp shows promise as a powerful
micromanufacturing method to pickup microstructures and microdevices from the donor substrate and to print them
to the receiving substrate. This can be viewed as the competing fracture of two interfaces. This paper examines the
mechanics of competing fracture in a model transfer printing system composed of three laminates: an elastic substrate,
an elastic thin film, and a viscoelastic member (stamp). As the system is peeled apart, either the interface between
the substrate and thin film fails or the interface between the thin film and the stamp fails. The speed-dependent nature
of the film/stamp interface leads to the prediction of a critical separation velocity above which separation occurs
between the film and the substrate (i.e., pickup) and below which separation occurs between the film and the stamp
(i.e., printing). Experiments verify this prediction using films of gold adhered to glass, and the theoretical treatment
extends to consider the competing fracture as it applies to discrete micro-objects. Temperature plays an important role
in kinetically controlled transfer printing with its influences, making it advantageous to pickup printable objects at
the reduced temperatures and to print them at the elevated ones.

1. Introduction

Large-scale integrationofdiscretemicro/nanoscalecomponents
with well-controlled organization onto arbitrary substrates
represents a general challenge for the development of useful,
unconventional systems. Certain processing routes to macro-
electronic systems, for example, rely on the fabrication of
transistors and other devices on semiconductor wafers, removal
of the devices from the wafers, and assembly of the devices on
large-area, low-cost, and/or flexible substrates.1-7 These routes
require the ability to direct the placement of devices or components
that are too small, too fragile, and too numerous to economically
handle by conventional pick-and-place technologies. Possible
solutions therefore include self-assembly8 and new approaches
based on adhesion to elastomeric stamps.2,4,9 In these so-called
“stick-and-place” approaches, loosely bound devices are retrieved
from a donor substrate onto a stamp, and the devices are transfer
printed onto another substrate (receiving substrate). The transfer

of devices from the stamp onto the receiving substrate may be
governed by the use of glues4,7 or adhesion cascades.10 Recent
work11 showed that the strongly rate-dependent strength of
adhesion to elastomers may form the basis of a kinetically
controlled transfer printing approach. Figure 1 outlines the transfer
printing process. A soft poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elas-
tomeric stamp is applied to small solid objects/microdevices on
a donor substrate, leading to conformal contact, driven by van
der Waals interactions.12-14 The adhesion between the solid
objects and the stamp is sensitive to the rate at which the stamp
separates from the donor. If the stamp is peeled away from the
donor substrate with sufficiently high peel velocity, the adhesion
is strong enough to lift the solid objects from the donor onto the
surface of the stamp. The stamp is then brought into contact with
a receiving substrate and removed with a lower peel velocity,
producing a relatively weak adhesion to the stamps. This allows
the objects to adhere preferentially to the device substrate and
separate from the stamp, that is, “printing” the solid objects.

The pickup at the high peel velocity and printing at the low
peel velocity suggest that there must be a critical peel velocity
for each stamp/ink/substrate system that separates the pickup
and printing regimes and determines the direction of transfer.
This paper focuses on the fundamental understanding of
kinetically controlled printing and the determination of the critical
velocity for transfer printing. It also presents the important rate-
and temperature-dependent peel data for the most widely used
elastomer material (i.e., PDMS from Dow Corning) for printing
and soft lithography in the research communities. The paper is
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outlined as follows. Section 2 establishes the basic theory that
gives the critical velocity in terms of material properties of
transfer-printed systems. Experimental measurements of the
critical velocity are described in section 3. Section 4 focuses on
the application of the present theory to the kinetically controlled
transfer printing of discrete microdevices. Section 5 discusses
the temperature dependence of the critical velocity.

2. Basic Theory for Kinetically Controlled Transfer
Printing

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of a stamp on a substrate
subjected to a peel forceF normal to the stamp/substrate interface.
The stamp is peeled away from the substrate at a steady-state
speedV, which is similar to the steady-state propagation of a
crack at the same velocity. The energy release rateG for steady-
state crack propagation is related to the peel force by15-20

wherew is the width (in the out-of-plane direction). The parameter
G, here, accounts for both the energy of interfacial bond breaking
and viscoelastic dissipation around the crack tip. The crack
propagates steadily onceG reaches the critical energy release
rate based on the Griffith criterion in fracture mechanics.21

The pickup and printing shown in Figure 1 can be modeled
as two competing fracture paths that may have different critical
energy release rates. Figure 3shows schematic diagrams of the
pickup and printing of a thin film from and to the substrate,
respectively. The pickup is represented by the peeling away of
the thin film from the substrate (Figure 3a), while the printing
is modeled by the peeling away of the stamp only,that is, leaving
the thin film on the substrate (Figure 3b). For simplicity, we
consider a continuous thin film in this section and account for
the pickup and printing of discrete objects (e.g., Figure 1) in
section 4.

The thin film and substrate are both elastic, while the stamp
isviscoelastic.Thecritical energy release rate for the film/substrate
interface is denoted byGcrit

film/substrate, which is considered as a
material property of the interface and is independent of the peeling
velocityV since the film and substrate are elastic. (For a bimaterial
interface, the critical energy release rate may also depend on the
crack tip mode mixity. The mode mixity, however, remains
unchanged during steady-state propagation.) The critical energy
release rateGcrit

stamp/film for the stamp/film interface, however,
depends on the peeling velocity

This is a monotonically increasing function because the energy
dissipation in the viscoelastic stamp increases with the peeling
velocity. An example of this function is the power law22-26

whereG0 is the critical energy release rate as indicated by a
peeling velocityV approaching zero,V0 is the reference peeling
velocity at which the critical energy release rate doubles toG0,
and the exponentn is a scaling parameter that can be determined
from the experiments. The power law relation (eq 2.2a) has been
shown to hold for either low or high peel velocity,15,16,23,24for
a wide range of temperatures,15,23 and for both metal/polymer
and polymer/polymer interfaces.23-26 The peel velocity in the
experiments to be described in the next section is less than 50
cm/s, which falls into the low peel velocity range. It is important
to point out that the present theory is applicable for the general
velocity-dependent critical energy release rate in eq 2.2 and is
not limited to the power law in eq 2.2a.

The pickup of a thin film (Figure 3a) occurs when the energy
release rate in eq 2.1 reachesGcrit

film/substratefor the film/substrate
interface first, which gives the critical peel force for pickup as
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the generic process flow for
transfer printing solid objects.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the peel test.
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Similarly, the printing of the thin film (Figure 3b) occurs when
the energy release rate reachesGcrit

stamp/film(V) for the stamp/film
interface first, defining the critical peel force for printing as

a parameter that depends explicitly on the peel velocityV.
The criterion for pickup and printing is obtained by comparing

their corresponding critical peel forces, that is,Fpickup < Fprinting

or equivalently

of the thin film andFpickup > Fprinting or equivalently

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of critical energy release
ratesGcrit

film/substrateand Gcrit
stamp/film(V) versus the peel velocityV,

whereGcrit
film/substratecorresponds to a horizontal line (the hori-

zontal line around the middle of Figure 4) since it is independent
of V, while Gcrit

stamp/film(V) is a monotonically increasing function
of V. There exists a critical velocityVc at which the two critical
energy release rates are equal,

For a peel velocityV > Vc, Gcrit
film/substrateis less thanGcrit

stamp/film(V)
such that the film is peeled away from the substrate (i.e., pickup).
For V < Vc, Gcrit

film/substrateis larger thanGcrit
stamp/film(V) such that the

film remains on the substrate (i.e., printing). It follows from the
above that the critical velocity,Vc, which governs the pickup and
printing in the kinetically controlled transfer printing, is
completely determined by the energy release rates for the film/
substrate and stamp/film interfaces. For the example of the power
law relation ofGcrit

stamp/film(V) in eq 2.2a, the critical velocity is

For the limit of a very weak film/substrate interface (the
horizontal line at the bottom of Figure 4) such thatGcrit

film/substrate

< G0, the film is always peeled off regardless of the peel velocity
and therefore cannot be printed on the substrate (Figure 4). For
the other limit of a very strong film/substrate interface (the
horizontal line at the top of Figure 4) such thatGcrit

film/substrate>
Gcrit

stamp/film(Vmax) (whereVmax is the maximum peeling velocity
that can be achieved in the experiment), the film is never peeled
off and therefore cannot be “picked up” (Figure 4). For these
limits, transfer printing cannot be kinetically controlled. The
kinetically controlled transfer printing method used in this
configuration thus requires a film/substrate combination with a
critical energy release rate,Gcrit

film/substrate, that lies within the
experimentally realizable range ofGcrit

stamp/film(V). In this (planar)
configuration in which the nature of the interfaces is uniform
throughout, such intermediate values ofGcrit

film/substratemay arise
from carefully controlled interfacial chemistries. Interfacial
chemistries that are very strong (e.g., uniformly covalently bound
interfaces) or very weak relative to the range ofGcrit

stamp/film(V) will
not exhibit an experimentally realizableVc. In practice,2,4,9,11the
use of different, nonplanar configurations and different substrates
for pickup and printing expands the range of materials systems
to which the kinetically controlled transfer printing strategy
applies. In some implementations, for example, carefully designed
geometries aid the pickup process by controlling fracture,27 and
adhesive layers on the receiving substrate aid the printing
process.4,9 In each of these cases, the reliability of the printing
approach depends on control of the rates. Materials systems having
thestacked-planarconfigurationstudied in thispapergivevaluable
insights into the rate-dependent nature of the printing process.

3. Experimental Section

We performed peel tests of a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
elastomer stamp on a Au film deposited on a glass substrate subjected
to several modifications. Each is described below.

Stamps.PDMS elastomer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was cast
between two flat polycarbonate plates (1 mm apart) and cured for
24 h at 60°C. Stamps (1× 7.62 cm2) were cut from the sheet, rinsed
with IPA for 30 s, and dried under a stream of nitrogen for 1 min.

Sample Preparation/Surface Treatment.Glass slides (Fisher
Scientific) were cleaned in a Pirahna solution (1:1 H2SO4/H2O2 30%)
for 5 min, rinsed thoroughly with deionized (Milli-Q) water, and
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Figure 3. Schematic diagrams of the pickup (a) and printing (b)
of a thin film.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of critical energy release rates for the
film/substrate interface and for the stamp/film interface. The
intersection of the horizontal line in the middle with the curve
represents the critical peel velocity for the kinetically controlled
transfer printing. The horizontal lines at the bottom and top represent
very weak and very strong film/substrate interfaces, respectively,
corresponding to pickup only and printing only.
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dried under a stream of nitrogen before surface treatment and the
deposition of Au thin films. Three different surface treatments were
selected to examine variable strengths of adhesion between the glass
slides and the Au thin films. The first treatment produced a
perfluorinated self-assembled monolayer on the glass surface via
exposure to (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl) trichlorosilane
(FOTCS) vapor.11,28To effect this treatment, the glass slides and a
vial of FOTCS liquid were placed together in an evacuated vacuum
desiccator for 1 h, removed, and loaded into a Temescal electron
beam evaporator for the deposition of 100 nm of Au. Other cleaned
glass slides were treated with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) by
exposing the slides to HMDS vapor in a bell jar for 5 min before
deposition of 100 nm of Au (as described above). The third set of
slides were coated with 1 nm of Ti prior to the 100 nm Au deposition,
both by electron beam evaporation. The three surface treatments
(FOTCS, HMDS, and Ti) gave different levels of adhesion between
the Au films and the glass slides.

Peel Test and Separation Velocity Measurement.Clean PDMS
stamps were laminated onto the gold coated side of a substrate and
left in conformal contact with the surface for 3 min. Inverting the
stamp/slide (stamp side down) and attaching weights to one end of
the stamp initiated peeling of the PDMS stamp from the slide. Video
recordings of each peel event were used to measure the separation
speed.

Figure 5 shows our measured critical energy release rate versus
the steady-state peel velocity,V, for a PDMS stamp on a Au film
supported on a glass substrate. In these experiments, the stamps
were laminated against the Au films on glass, peeled by the application
of a series of constant loads, the speed of separation was measured,
and the separation interface (stamp/film versus film/substrate) was
noted. The thicknesses of the PDMS stamp, Au film and, glass
substrate were 1 mm, 100 nm and 1 mm, respectively. Three different
surface treatments were selected, and they are denoted as Ti, HMDS,
and FOTCS, corresponding to the strong, intermediate, and weak
film/substrate interfaces, respectively. All of the experimental data
presented in Figure 5 (with the exception of the last two on the right)
correspond to the printing regime (i.e., peeling the stamp away from
the film) and therefore giveGcrit

stamp/film(V). This relation can be fitted
by the equation

as shown by the solid curve in Figure 5. The two data points on the
right correspond to the pickup (i.e., high-speed peeling of the film
away from the substrate) for the intermediate (HDMS) and very
weak (FOCTS) interfaces. For the intermediate (HMDS) interface,
the critical velocity is about 15 cm/s, and the corresponding value

of Gcrit
film/substrateis about 12 J/m2 (corresponding to the horizontal line

around the middle of Figure 4). For the very weak (FOTCS) interface,
the film is always peeled away, andGcrit

film/substrateis less than 4 J/m2

(corresponding to the horizontal line at the bottom of Figure 4). For
the very strong (Ti) interface, the film is never peeled away, and
Gcrit

film/substrateis greater than 18 J/m2 (corresponding to the horizontal
line at the top of Figure 4).

4. Kinetically Controlled Transfer Printing of Discrete
Microstructures

We turn from the consideration of the mechanics involving
a continuous thin film to the adhesion-based transfer of
microstructures as discrete solid objects, as shown schematically
in Figure 1. The kinetic control of this form of transfer printing
of discrete solid objects is discussed in this section. We begin
with the adaptation of the general model along lines specific to
this case.

For discrete microstructures, the local energy release rate
between the stamp and the microstructures,Gstamp/microstructure,
and that between the microstructures and the substrate,
Gmicrostructure/substrate, depend on the microstructure size, shape,
spacing, and distribution. For the pickup of microstructures, the
energy release during pickup is composed of two parts:

(i) the local energy release between microstructures and the
substrate, and during the pickup the local energy release rate
reaches its critical value,

(ii) the local energy release between the stamp and substrate,
and during the pickup the local energy release rate reaches its
critical value,

(Strictly speaking, the critical energy release rate may depend
on the crack tip mode mixity for a bimaterial interface, and the
mode mixity may not be a constant for discrete microstructures
even for the steady-state propagation. This dependence, however,
is not accounted for in the present study.) Letf(0 < f < 1) denote
the area fraction of microstructures on the substrate, withf ) 1
being the limit of a continuous thin film. For the pickup of
microstructures from the substrate over the area∆A that is much
larger than the area of each microstructure,∆A containsf∆A
microstructure/substrate interface area and (1- f)∆A stamp/
substrate interface area. The energy release is∫f∆AGmicrostruture/substrate

dA + ∫(1-f)∆AGstamp/substrate(V) dA, whereGmicrostructure/substrateand
Gstamp/substratedepend on the microstructure size, shape, spacing,
and distribution.

For steady-state pickup, the average energy release rateGaverage

is the energy release over the pickup area∆A, that is,Gaverage∆A
) ∫f∆AGmicrostruture/substratedA + ∫(1-f)∆AGstamp/substrate(V) dA. From
the energy balance, it also equals the external work done by the
peel force, which is approximately (F/w)∆A. (For a thin film
with constant thickness, the external work done by the peel force
is (F/w)∆A. For non-constant thickness (e.g., discrete micro-
structures), the external work done is approximately (F/w)∆A.)
This givesGaverage) F/w, which is the same as eq 2.1. On the
other hand, the energy release during pickupGaverage∆A must
also equal the energy dissipation, which is [fGcrit

microstruture/substrate

+ (1 - f)Gcrit
stamp/substrate(V)]∆A from eqs 4.1 and 4.2. This gives

the steady-state peel force for pickup as

(28) Xia, Y.; Whitesides, G. M.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.1998, 37 (5), 550-
575.

Figure 5. Critical energy release rate versus peel velocity for the
PDMS stamp/Au film/glass substrate. Three different surface
treatments (Ti, HMDS, and FOCTS) are selected for the thin film/
substrate interface.

Gcrit
stamp/film(V) ) 2.16[1 + ( V
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Gmicrostructure/substrate) Gcrit
microstructure/substrate (4.1)

Gstamp/substrate) Gcrit
stamp/substrate(V) (4.2)

Fpickup ) w[fGcrit
microstruture/substrate+ (1 - f)Gcrit
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For the printing of microstructures (to the substrate), the printing
area∆Acontainsf∆Astamp/microstructure and (1- f)∆Astamp/
substrate interface areas. The steady-state peel force for printing
can be similarly found as

For Fpickup< Fprinting, pickup of the microstructures occurs,
and the opposite holds for the printing of microstructures. This
gives the following criteria for the pickup and printing of
microstructures:

and

The above criteria result from the comparison of the average
energy release between the pickup and printing of microstructures,
and it is therefore independent of the microstructure size, shape,
spacing, and distribution. It is also independent of the micro-
structure area fractionf, and is identical to that for the continuous
thin film in section 2 except that the critical energy release rate
for the film/substrate interface is replaced byGcrit

microstructure/substrate

for the microstructure/substrate interface. It should be pointed
out, however, that the conclusions in this section for the pickup
and printing of discrete microstructures are based on the average
energy release rate. For other criteria such as the local energy
release rate, the pickup and printing may depend on the
microstructure size, shape, spacing, distribution, and area fraction.

The steady-state critical velocityVc, which separates the pickup
and printing of microstructures, is obtained from

This critical velocity depends only on the critical release rates
(interface properties). The peel forces for pickup or printing in
eqs 4.3 and 4.4, however, still depend on the microstructure area
fraction.

5. Temperature Effect in Kinetically Controlled
Transfer Printing

Temperature may play an important role in the kinetically
controlled transfer printing. The well-known rate-temperature
equivalence for viscoelastic processes15,16,29-33 gives the tem-
perature dependence of the critical energy release rate as

whereaT is the so-called temperature shift factor that is a universal
function of temperatureT. It has been found that this parameter
is well approximated as34

for most polymers within 50 K of the glass transition temperature
Tg. For PDMS,Tg is around-125°C (148 K), and thus, eq 5.2
might not be expected to hold for temperature-dependent printing
processes carried out near room temperature. We therefore
explicitly tested this critical process parameter, measuring the
critical energy release rate between the stamp and the Au film
over a variable range close to room temperature. (For this
experiment, the glass substrate is coated with 5 nm of Ti and 50
nm of gold film such that the film never delaminates in this
system.) Figure 6 shows measured values ofGcrit

stamp/filmversus the
peeling velocityV for three temperatures,T: 4 °C (277 K);
24 °C (297 K); and 37°C (310 K). The critical energy release
rate in eq 3.1 takes the form

which degenerates to the critical energy release rate in eq 3.1 at
temperatureT ) 20 °C (293 K). The predicted critical energy
release rate given by eq 5.3 is also shown in Figure 6, which
agrees very well with the experimental data without any parameter
fitting. It therefore follows that the universal function of the
temperature shift factoraT in eq 5.2 still holds at temperatures
far from Tg, up to 37°C (310 K), for PDMS.

In the following, we use eqs 5.2 and 5.3 to estimate the
temperature effect. The critical velocityVc separating the pickup
and printing of thin films or microstructures can be determined
from eq 2.7 by equating the aboveGcrit

stamp/film(aTV) to the critical

(29) Knauss, W. G.Int. J. Fract. Mech. 1970, 6 (1), 7-20.
(30) Mueller, H. K.; Knauss, W. G.J. Appl. Mech.1971, 38 (E), 483-488
(31) Mueller, H. K.; Knauss, W. G.Trans. Soc. Rheol.1971, 15(2), 217-233.
(32) Knauss, W. G.AdVances in Fracture Research, Proceedings of the 7th

International Conference on Fracture (ICF-7); Pergamon Press: New York, 1989;
pp 2683-2711

(33) Schapery, R. A.Polym. Eng. Sci.1969, 9 (4), 295-310.
(34) Williams, M. L.; Landel, R. F.; Ferry, J. D.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1955, 77,

3701-3707.

Fprinting )

w[fGcrit
stamp/microstructure(V) + (1 - f)Gcrit

stamp/substrate(V)] (4.4)

Gcrit
microstructure/substrate< Gcrit

stamp/microstructure(V) for pickup (4.5)

Gcrit
microstructure/substrate> Gcrit

stamp/microstructure(V) for printing (4.6)

Gcrit
microstructure/substrate) Gcrit

stamp/microstructure(Vc) (4.7)

Gcrit
stamp/film) Gcrit

stamp/film(VaT) (5.1)

log10 aT ) -17.6
T - Tg

52 + T - Tg
(5.2)

Figure 6. Rate-temperature equivalence of the critical energy
release rate for the stamp/film interfaces at different temperatures.

Figure 7. Critical velocity separating pickup from printing versus
temperature.

Gcrit
stamp/film(V) ) 2.16[1 + ( aTV

1.81× 10-13 cm/s)
0.65] J/m2 (5.3)
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energy release rateGcrit
film/substrate()12 J/m2) for the film/substrate

interface. This gives the critical velocity

which clearly increases with the temperature as shown by the
data given in Figure 7. ForT ) 4 °C (277 K) and 37°C (310
K), the critical velocityVc is 6.64 and 40.0 cm/s, respectively.
This demonstrates that, for kinetically controlled transfer printing,
it is advantageous to pickup a microstructure at a lower
temperature and to print it at an elevated one.

6. Concluding Remarks

The mechanics that govern kinetically controlled transfer
printing are described by competing fracture between two
interfaces: the interface between the stamp and the ink (i.e.,
microstructure) and the interface between the ink and the substrate.

In the work presented, the stamp/ink interface is modeled with
a speed-dependent critical energy release rate, or interface
toughness, which increases with speed due to the viscoelastic
nature of PDMS. Conversely, the ink/substrate interface (elastic)
is given a speed-independent critical energy release rate. This
treatment predicts a critical speed above which the stamp/ink
interface is stronger than the ink/substrate interface and below
which the opposite is true. Experimental results confirm that for
Au films adhered to glass slides there exists such a critical speed.
The treatment predicts similar governing mechanics for both
uniform thin films of ink as well as inks composed of discrete
micro-objects.

Temperature plays an important role in the dynamics of
kinetically controlled transfer printing. In practical terms, it is
advantageous to pickup objects at a lower temperature and print
them at an elevated one.

LA701555N

Vc ) 1.90× 10-12 cm/s
aT

(5.4)
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